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DVDs and CDs promotion has become mandatory requirement for modern businesses and
industries worldwide. Fashion companies, music bands and film industries are using DVD labels to
market their disks and CDs across the world.  Media labels are useful tool for you business
promotion as they convey message to audience in clear way.

With CD labels, you can promote DVDs and CDs among largest audience globally, they are cost
effective way of promoting you brand image internationally. Aalabels stand among top media, CD
and dvd labels suppliers in UK today.  DVD and media labels are available in a wide variety of sizes
and shapes to suit you specific business requirements compatibly as well as cost effectively. 2
Media Labels per A4 sheet - 117 (17) mm Diameter AADF02 is generally compatible with L7676,
while 6 Media Labels per A4 sheet - 79 (17) mm Diameter is suited over AADF06. 8 Media Labels
per A4 sheet - 83 mm x 59 mm is appropriate to AABCL08, whereas 2 Media Labels per A4 sheet -
117 (41) mm Diameter is suited over AADC02. 16 Media Labels per A4 sheet - 145 mm x 17 mm
AAL016 is compatible with L7674.

Matt white and gloss are best material choices for manufacturing DVD and cd labels. Matt white can
be applied on DVD and clear labels to make labels resistant, while matt white can be both
permanent adhesive and peelable.  You will have further material choices (permanent adhesive) for
luxury white, matt white opaque, matt photo inkjet, matt white polyester, matt white polyethylene and
recycled white to manufacture you media labels appropriately.

Gloss refers to shine of labels as aalabels apply useful and durable gloss materials i.e. high gloss
white, semi gloss white and gloss white polyester to make you media, DVD and cd labels appealing
and everlasting. Colours make you DVD and circular labels attractive for the customers as different
colours are applied on media and cd labels from matt red to matt yellow, fluorescent orange to
fluorescent pink and luxury sand to many other colours. They are usually made of special materials
i.e. matt white polyester, matt silver polyester, matt vinyl black, matt white polyethylene and gloss
white polyester.

Besides DVD labels appear in transparent shapes and styles due to their durable material quality
i.e. matt clear polyester, gloss clear polyester. Fashion companies have been using custom labels
for their fashion campaigns worldwide. Film industry has been applying media labels for promotion
CDs of their films across the world. Many popular music bands and pop groups have been making
use of cd labels for promoting their music DVDs globally. Many medical laboratories, health clinics
and technology industries have been relying on cd and blank labels to promote their disks
internationally.
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